Voices of the Student Body

Thursday, February 21, 1957

FC . Student - Faculty Fee Committee (SFFC) will meet at 10 a.m. today to discuss student ac-

The report states that the next meeting of the Student - Faculty Fee Committee (SFFC) will be held at 10 a.m. today to discuss student activities and student-faculty fee matters.

President Against Return to Garden

By BARRY MALLIN

President Buell G. Gallagher said yesterday that he would do everything in his power to prevent the College's basketball team from returning to Madison Square Garden while it is operated by commercial interests.

The possibility of the College's return to the Garden was raised last night by basketball writers because of a proposed formation of a Metropolitan Basketball League. The suggested league included the College and teams who now regularly play in the Garden.

"The fundamental evil in return to the Garden," President Gallagher said, "is the difficulty running a college athletic program on a commercial level."

"Once you start in the Garden, you're in the entertainment business," President Gallagher said. "This forces the team to compete with other amusements in the New York area. Thus, in order to put on a good show to attract a big gate, the college must buy star players in the form of athletic scholarships.

"The best way to run an athletic scholarship is pure professionalism," he said, "and any school that does this is hiring good players as a pay for play basis."

"Our success this year has not been attained without any change in our policy of non-commercialism," Dr. Gallagher asserted. "This is the policy that we are vindicating. I do not see any reason why we should play in the Garden for the profit of NBB Irish."

Casting . . .

Dramacol and the Gilbert and Sullivan Society are casting for upcoming productions. The Dramacol presentations include "Pamela," "Wit's End" and "A Madman's Diary." The Gilbert and Sullivan Society is preparing for "The Mikado." Auditions for both productions will be held in room 301 Downer. Information may be obtained in room 348 Finley.
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An American Views the World

By Prof. Stewart C. Easton

Professor Stewart C. Easton, History, faculty advisor to Observation Post, is currently on a trip around the world gathering information for a new course, The British Commonwealth in the 20th Century. In this column, he will write for O.P. from various points of interest.

Probably to most readers of Observation Post the Caribbean area, close though it is to the United States, is a vague area visited by cruise ships from the U.S. and by wealthy tourists in the winter time. But in fact it is a world of its own, still largely ruled by the British as a leftover from the 17th century when they also ruled North America. There are a few French and Dutch islands, and in the north some independent islands such as Cuba and Haiti, remaining under the domination of governmental corruption. This, of course, gained it the sympathy vote.

The British West Indies stretch from Antigua in the north to Trinidad in the south. There are also two British mainland territories which have so far not agreed to enter the planned Federation, British Honduras in Central America and British Guiana on the South American mainland, recently noted for the election of a Communist government which was in power for a few months while the constitution was suspended by the British.

Britain has gradually granted some degree of self-government to all the separate islands, and this is now at this moment she is trying to organize a federation with fully responsible government elected under universal suffrage. She hoped it would be called the British Caribbean Federation, but the statesmen in their wisdom chose otherwise. It is, in fact, simply as the West Indies; thus the harmless error. The delegates will now into being at once, elections will be held shortly, and a new political entity will have been born, at the advancement of which your special correspondent is quite ready to be present, for the capital, Dire threats of secession, even the possibility of governmental corruption. This, of course, gained it the sympathy vote.

All except Trinidad are very poor, no mineral wealth to speak of, and short of capital for basic development. Jamaica is large and has a growing tourist industry financed by Americans, but has always dreamed of being independent of any federation, Barbados is very British still; here it is said that while of whom there are a good many, "get along fine since everyone knows his place."

The great question which overshadowed all others at the conference was which of them would be chosen for the capital. Dire threats of secession, even before federation, were bandied about during the fateful three weeks. A British commission, going outside its terms of reference, criticized political conditions in Trinidad and complained that there was no possibility of governmental corruption. This, of course, gained it the sympathy vote.

Prof. Stewart C. Easton

Special Correspondent

I am happy to say that on my arrival in Barbados I already predicted the success of Columbus to be promising, even if I gained little popularity thereby. It was Trinidad in the end, with Jamaica the runner-up. So the delegates returned home to lick their wounds and explain to their constituents how they lost the capital, and made impossible financial demands of the hand-pressed British, the various delegates saying with one another as to who could ask for the most. The delegates will now into being at once, elections will be held, and a new political entity will have been born, at the advancement of which your special correspondent is quite ready to be present, for the capital, Dire threats of secession, even the possibility of governmental corruption. This, of course, gained it the sympathy vote.

Introducing

The ALLAN-HARVEY Authentic Natural Shoulder Line of:

Suits from 12.50 sold retail 65.00
Topcoats from 18.50 sold retail 75.00
Sportcoats from 25.50 sold retail 45.00
Slacks from 12.75 sold retail 18.75

ALLAN-HARVEY

Manufacturers since 1890

120 - 5th Avenue, corner 17th St., N.Y.C. Phone: WA. 9-1016 - 7488
Open daily including Saturdays from 9 A.M. to 6 P.M

FREE PARKING — 7 WEST 17TH STREET

Beta Delta Mu Fraternity

"The Most Date Consonent Frat at C.C.N.Y."

presents its

SEMI ANNUAL SMOKER

in newly-furnished accommodations

Free Refreshments & Entertainment

Tonight

9 P.M.

42 Flatbush Ave., Brooklyn

(Next to Fox Theatre)
You get a lot to like with a Marlboro

FILTER • FLAVOR • FLIP-TOP BOX
Cagers Face Rutgers Five Saturday; Three Squads to Conclude Seasons

Fifty-one victories, twelve losses, and one tie! That’s the composite record of the College’s athletic teams this season as five squads head into the home stretch of the winter schedule. The swimmers, wrestlers, and fencers will all wind up successful seasons Saturday at the College, while the basketball squad attempts to return to the tourney trail at Rutgers. The rifle team will engage Rutgers and Kings Point in a triangular match tomorrow.

The cagers, who have been “doing or dying for Old Allagaroo” of late, mostly doing, meet Rutgers in New Brunswick, New Jersey at 8 PM Saturday. With their hopes for a post-season tournament bid diminished, but not quite extinguished, by Tuesday’s valiant but losing battle with Manhattan, the Beavers will be seeking their twelfth victory. The Scarlet, much improved over the squad that bowed to the Lavender, 92-80, at the College last year, has been hovering near the .500 mark all season. The Beavers played one of their best games of the season against the Queensmen last year. They tallied sixty-two points in the second half, an all-time CONY record. The Lavender mermen have all their last three matches after already won the unofficial Metropolitan championship with a 7-0 mark against Met opponents (their only loss was to Ivy League opponent Columbia), and will be preparing for the Metropolitan Intercollegiate Championship meet at the NYU pool on March 2.

The matmen, who are 6-1 thus far, tangle with East Stroudsburg at 2 PM Saturday on the Goethals Gym mats. The highlight of the match will be the 147-pound contest, in which Bernie Woods will be striving to finish the campaign undefeated. He has scored seven victories in seven bouts.

The fencers, who have seven victories in seven bouts.

Sigma Beta Phi
36 West 21st Street
SMOKER
Thurs., Feb. 21st
8:30 PM Non-Hazing

TAU DELTA PHI
Cordially Invites You to Its 92nd Semi-Annual SMOKER at Its Newly Furnished House
Tonite (Thursday, Feb. 21)
168 West 23 St. (corner 7th Ave.)
8 P.M. (Beer, Beer, etc.)